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Executive Summary/Abstract 
Dashboards play a critical role in representing the state of a system/organization & enhance its 
decision-making process. Building custom dashboards tailored for a specific 
task/role/organization can be a time-consuming and expensive process. In this project, we 
present an intelligent visual data exploration tool & automated end-to-end dashboard building 
framework. For any given tabular dataset, it generates a set of possible univariate & bivariate 
charts. Each chart is assigned a value based on how statistically interesting it is. Users are 
presented with the most interesting charts which accelerates the knowledge discovery process. 
The system also generates a set of fully automated dashboards. Users can choose from the set 
of pre-built dashboards or select charts to generate a custom dashboard.  
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Goals and Objectives 
We wish to devise a novel framework that will automatically select the most appropriate visual 

analytics paradigm and instantiation for 

 the data 

 the analytics task and goal 

 the role of the analyst in the organization or community 

 the analyst’s visual literacy  

 the analyst’s security clearance (if applicable) 

Differences from Current State of the Art 
Existing state of the art visual data exploration techniques like Voyager, Voyager 2 provide 

flexibility and allow users to go for open ended and focused exploration. Dashboard.ai provides 

all these abilities but in addition it also ranks charts based on their statistically properties and 

the relative importance of the attributes they visualize. This is achieved by the novel application 

of natural language processing (NLP) techniques to analyze domain specific documents to learn 

how data attributes relate to each other and how they have been analyzed in the past. This 

helps the dashboard creation engine to narrow down the list of possible charts to the important 

patterns right away. It can then select the most appropriate charts for the user’s data 

exploration. Essentially this is a recommender system that makes the experience more 

immersive and aides in open exploration. 

Existing dashboard building applications like Tableau have a steep learning curve and require 

user to take many low-level decisions to arrive at a given dashboard. Our interface makes it 

easier to design dashboards since it automatically picks the most interesting data relations to 

show and in the most appropriate visual representations. We use AI-based methods for both of 

these decision tasks, resulting in a recommender system for information dashboards. 

Methods and Datasets 

Overview 

An overview of our Dashboard.ai systems engine is shown in figure 1. There are a total of three 

recommender engines (shown with orange borders). The first performs a statistical analysis on 

the dataset by which attributes are ranked. The second is a task recommender which identifies 

analytical tasks most relevant to each attribute in the data. The output of these engines is 

combined based on the statistical properties of the data and the associatedness of a task and 

attribute to create a re-ranked list of attribute-task pairs. This list is passed to the third 

recommender engine, the visualization recommender, which uses the attribute type (numerical 
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or categorical) and the analytical task to recommend the most suitable visualization for an 

attribute. The output of this third recommender engine is a list of visualizations for each 

attribute. This list is sent to a dashboard generator that picks and assembles the best visual 

representations into a dashboard to show to the user. 

 

Figure 1 Overview of the Dashbaord.ai system’s engine. 

 

Dataset 

To test and demonstrate Dashboard.ai we use the Automobile dataset from the UCI Machine 

learning repository [12]. This dataset is well known in the visualization community and consists 

of categorical & numerical attributes. Each row represents a car and columns represent 

different attributes of the car. We filtered out those columns which can’t be classified as 

numerical or categorical. After filtering, the dataset consists of 19 columns and 205 rows. 

Numerical attributes include columns like length, width, weight, etc. and categorical attribute 

include columns like fuel type, engine location, body style, etc.    

Task Recommender 

The task recommender recommends a set of ten relevant visualizations tasks [15] to be 

performed on a given dataset. These tasks are well established in the data visualization field. It 

takes a multivariate dataset as input and recommends tasks for single attributes (univariate) 

and attribute pairs (bivariate). It does this by analyzing textual corpora to extract relationships 

between visualization tasks and the attributes and forms list of attribute-task pairs To analyze 

the corpora for relationships we make use of word embeddings. 

Word embeddings are mappings of words or phrases to vectors of real numbers. Multiple word 

vectors form a vector space within which we can compute the distance between words thus 

quantifying their relationship. Words that are frequently used in the same context are closer 

together in the vector space. We hypothesize that given a word embedding of domain specific 

documents that report an analysis of some data, the analysis tasks that are used more 

frequently with certain data attributes would be close to those attributes in the vector space. 

Using this domain specific word embedding we can find all tasks associated with a particular 
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attribute. The distance in between attributes and tasks in vector space is considered an 

associatedness value that can be used to rank attribute-task pairs. Additionally, using a general 

knowledge word embedding we could map tasks learned from one sub-domain to another by 

finding the relationship between attributes of the two sub-domains. For example, tasks learned 

from documents analyzing basketball players can be transferred to data about soccer players or 

some other similar sport. An overview of our methodology is shown in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. The workflow of our task recommender.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

The word embeddings are computed over domain specific articles; however, each article may 

report on different datasets with statistical properties that may not exist in in the user provided 

dataset and vice-versa. To address this issue, we refine the suggested pairs of tasks based on 

the statistical properties of the dataset. We perform conventional univariate and bivariate 

statistical analysis over the user-provided multivariate dataset. If the statistics do not support a 

task, we move this task to a temporary list. For example, if there are no clusters present in the 

‘horsepower’ attribute, the pair horsepower-cluster is moved to the temporary list. This 

temporary list is ranked based on the similarity scores computed in the word embeddings. The 

temporary list is then appended to the end of the original list thus pushing all statistically 

unsupported pairs to the end of the list. We use the interquartile range test (univariate) and 

one class SVM (bivariate) to detect outliers for the ‘find anomalies’ task. For the ‘find cluster’ 

task we check for clusters with the kernel density estimation (univariate) and k-means with the 

elbow method (bivariate). The ‘find correlation’ task is invalid for univariate attributes but for 

bivariate we test for correlation with Pearson’s correlation (P <0.05). If the data attribute has 

identical values for all values, then we lower the priority of the ‘find extremum’ task on that 

attribute. The remaining tasks - ‘compute derived value’, ‘characterize distribution’, ‘filtering’, 

‘ordering’, ‘determine range’, and ‘retrieve value’ - are not statistically driven tasks thus we do 

not compute a statistic to filter them out. Instead, they retain their position in the original 

ranking based on the word embedding. For tasks that are associated with categorical attributes 

but require numerical values such as ‘Compute Derived Value’, we assume that it refers to the 
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histogram computed over that attribute. This approach yields an attribute-task and an 

attribute-attribute-task list, each being ranked to reflect the most ‘popular’ pairs based on 

previously reported analyses. These lists can now be fed to our visualization recommender or 

other visualization systems to either generate visualizations or inform user of the best analysis 

task to use for an attribute or attribute pair.  
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Results  

We demonstrate the capability of the task recommender engine to recommend tasks for the 

cars dataset. The dataset has nine attributes - mpg, cylinders, displacement, horsepower, 

weight, acceleration, year, origin and name. We chose to use eight of these attributes leaving 

out the name as it serves as an indexing term. Our approach also requires a set of domain 

specific articles and in this case, we used car magazine articles. Specifically, we use articles from 

the Autocar magazine, a reputed auto magazine. We collected 46 articles in which authors test 

and compare two or more cars. These articles are much richer in analytical terms as compared 

to a set of consumer reviews we initially tested.  

Now that we have the dataset attributes and the domain specific word embedding along with 

the inbuilt general knowledge embedding and task-keywords, we proceed to extract tasks. The 

results are shown in figure 3a. We also compare this to a set of associations generated by 

human participants shown in figure 3b. On inspection of these results we observe that our 

system ranks the ‘retrieve value’ task the highest for all attributes except ‘Acceleration’. This is 

in agreement with the participants’’ association of the ‘retrieve value’ task with the attributes. 

Furthermore, our system ranks the ‘compute derived value’, ‘find extremum’, and ‘filter’ tasks 

highly among all attributes. However, participants rank the ‘determine range’ and ‘filter’. This is 

because participants felt that the determine range task is similar in functionality to the find 

extremum task. Our system also ranked the ‘find anomalies’ task highly for the attributes 

‘Displacement’, ‘Acceleration’, and ‘Origin’ but participants only selected it for the 

‘Acceleration’ attribute while barely selecting it for the other attributes. Overall, our approach 

was capable extracting meaningful univariate attribute-task relationships.  

 
Figure 3. The results of our univariate attribute-task association. Here the darker tiles indicate a higher ranked task-attribute pair. 

Figure (a) shows the scores generated by our system and (b) shows the normalized number of participant votes given for each 

attribute-task pair. It should be noted that each participant only picked the top three tasks for each attribute.  
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The next step was to generate the bivariate attribute-task relationships. To do this our system 

first extracted the attribute-attribute associatedness. The results generated by the system and 

the participants for this step is shown in figure 4. We see that the top two associations - 

horsepower with cylinders and horsepower with acceleration - generated by our system are 

consistent with the participants associations. Next, comparing the top three associations for 

each attribute generated by our system to those generated by the participants, at least two 

associations are common to both the user and the system for all attributes except the year. On 

closer inspection we observe that the participants’ associations of attributes is not symmetric, 

unlike those generated by our system. This is because participants change their associations 

when focusing on a particular attribute. For example, when selecting attributes related to 

‘Horsepower’ participants feel that ‘MPG’ is most relevant, but when focusing on ‘MPG’ they 

find ‘Cylinders’ most relevant. However, in the word embeddings the distance between 

attributes is constant and does not change with direction.  

 
Figure 4 The results of our bivariate attribute-attribute association. Here the darker tiles indicate a higher ranked attribute-
attribute pair. Figure (a) shows the scores generated by our system and (b) shows the normalized number of participant votes 
given for each attribute-attribute pair. It should be noted that each participant only paired each attribute with three other 
attributes. In (b) participants were given the attribute from each row and asked to pick attributes shown in each column. 
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Functionality of Innovation(s) 
The framework we have accomplished so far is fully interactive in a platform independent web 

browser based environment. The NLP approach we have taken is novel, especially in the 

context of recommending tasks for an attribute in multivariate dataset while considering the 

domain of the dataset.   

In this year we focused on the task recommender engine. Specifically, we  

 designed a method that extracts data attributes and task association knowledge 

 devised a statistical analysis module that ranks these associations based on interesting 

patterns in the data under different aspects 

 implemented a prototype task recommender that we tested on the cars dataset 

Conclusions and Recommendations, Impact and Uses/Benefits 
Dashboard.ai presents a novel approach for visual data exploration and building custom 

dashboards. It offers the perfect tradeoff between automation and flexibility. It employs 

statistical metrics to assign an ‘interestingness’ score to attributes of a dataset. It then uses NLP 

techniques to analyze domain specific documents to determine domain-specific 

‘interestingness’ and analytical tasks related to these attributes. The system then uses this 

information to recommend visualizations in a dashboard which expedites the data exploration 

process.  

Dashboard.ai is highly useful in scenarios where users do not have the knowledge or time to 

create effective dashboards to explore interesting features in their data. Additionally, it allows 

users apply different “styles” of analyses to their dashboard. In the car dataset analysis, for 

example, only using car reviews from the Autocar magazine would apply the Autocar style of 

analysis, and only using car reviews from the Car and Driver magazine would apply the Car and 

Driver style of analysis. 

We are looking forward to engaging in the next stage of the process: 

 further refine the extraction of task association knowledge module via user studies  

 finalize and test the dashboard generator   

 test the system on multiple datasets and tweak its parameters accordingly 

 perform a through usability study of the final system 
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